
T8000 Series
Combined Brake Tester & Gas Analyser

Created in a partnership with Trade Garage 
Equipment and some of the world’s leading and most 
respected manufacturers, the new exclusive T8000 
range of MOT brake testing and emissions analysing 
equipment represents a step change in performance, 
operation and ergonomic practicality. 

Options are also available to extend you into Class I and 
II testing, suspension testing and steering geometry 
analysis.  Everything about the T8000 puts you in 
‘touch’ with essential vehicle testing technology to 
help propel your business into the future to maximise 
your opportunities and profitability. 

The revolutionary totem design incorporates the 
latest USB and wireless connectivity and is the host 
and centrepiece for a multitude of MOT tasks whilst 
also permitting ease of serviceability and remote 
engineering access.

Utilising modern ‘touchscreen’ technology on the 
standard 20” screen provides uncomplicated and 
quick access to test routines or results whilst each 
high definition graphic has been thought through and 
devised to provide clarity and instant recognition of 
essential visual information. Data entry is simple and 
on a par with contemporary technology found in the 
home as well as the workshop making the equipment 
familiar and user friendly in design. 



BRAKE TESTER BEDS:

STANDARD FEATURES:

OPTIONAL FEATURES:
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Technique T8400 range of Class 
IV standard, OPTL and ATL roller 
brake tester with new advanced 
control system.

Technique T8500 range of Class 
IV ATL combination roller brake 
tester and suspension tester with 
new advanced control system.

Technique T8700 range of Class 
VII standard, OPTL and ATL roller 
brake tester with new advanced 
control system.

22” touch screen 
technology.

Infa-red remote
control.

A4 colour printer. Galvanised roller cover 
plates.

Wireless smoke meter.
Motorcycle testing 

adaptor plate.

Multi LCD display. Installation frame.Wireless tablet. Side slip tester.

Wireless QWERTY 
Keyboard.

Suspension tester bed.


